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Welcome

Welcome to St Wilfrid’s Catholic Sixth Form College

Thank you for taking an interest in St. Wilfrid’s Sixth Form College. Our Sixth Form is
highly successful and vibrant. We are proud of our reputation as a centre of academic
excellence, striving to ensure that all young people meet their God-given potential. As
a Catholic Sixth Form, we are proud that all students are well supported in a nurturing
and caring Christian environment. St. Wilfrid’s is a learning community, where all
adults and young people alike are engaged in an exciting journey of learning.
We welcome applications from young people who are able to support and benefit
from our ethos. We have a dedicated specialist team of subject tutors and pastoral
leaders who help to personalise each individual’s journey. Through careful guidance
and support students can choose a wide range of subjects at either advanced level or
vocational level appropriate to their Individual talents, enabling them to progress to
university or apprenticeship. This is one of the key reasons why our progression rates
are unrivalled in the local area. Please take the time to read the prospectus and visit
us. I look forward to meeting you in the future, you will be assured of a warm
welcome.
ANDREW LEWIS,
Director of Sixth Form

Inspire Yourself...
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Progress AND
Performance
We are proud of the progress that our young people make in the Sixth
Form. Our curriculum is designed to be personal and tailored to the
needs of each individual, giving every student the opportunity to
thrive.
In 2019, St. Wilfrid’s students achieved in line with other school based sixth forms nationally. In the facilitating subjects, St. Wilfrid’s
performed well above the local average. Vocationally, students make
excellent progress.

We are the first choice for many young people and parents, as we offer
a nurturing environment and do not give up on students.

discover Yourself...
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FURTHER INFORMATION

Our admission process begins with our sixth form progression
meetings, which will take place between November and
December depending on current school. We will help students
to understand the importance of Key Stage 4 achievement and
discuss some of the minimum entry requirements for subjects.
This is the start of the discussion about future plans. We take
our time to make sure that students are on the right course.
Following GCSE results day, we will revisit this discussion
through enrolment and induction days, confirming courses in
September. We feel that it is important that we do this well, so
that students can be assured that they start a course which is
right for them and will allow them to maximise their potential.
We do not give up on young people and will support students
throughout their journey, monitoring, intervening and assisting
when necessary.
We also provide for the most able with a bespoke provision
supporting applications to top universities. Recently one of our
students gained a place at Harvard and we frequently have
students accepted onto courses at Oxbridge and Russell Group
universities, due to this personalised support. In 2019, 4
students accepted places at university to study medicine. Over
25% of our students progress to Russell Group universities each
year.

INVEST IN Yourself...
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Programmes
of Study
It is important to remember that each learner is different and that all Level 3
routes offer onward progression. The main difference in the programme is in
how the assessment for the qualification is carried out and how much examined
work there will be. It is important to personalise a programme which is
suitable for each individual. There are three potential Programmes of Study:


Linear Advanced-Level Qualifications

These will typically be examined at the end of the 2 year course. These are
linear examinations and all of work is assessed at the end. However, there are
still some controlled assessments in some subjects. All students will sit a robust
internal mock assessment at the end of Year 12, to consider how well they are
performing and inform progression to Year 13. These qualifications suit learners
who are successful in exams and have a grade 5 or above profile at GCSE.
Some subjects require minimum grade 6 to study them.


Vocational Qualifications

These subjects are examined by placing more emphasis on creating a
portfolio of evidence. They are more ‘hands-on’ in approach and can also
require work experience. It is worth remembering that there will be some
examined material in the qualification and individual subjects can provide
information on this. These qualifications also provide excellent progression to
university or level 4 apprenticeships.


Combined Study

Some students are able to combine programmes to include some advanced level
study and some vocational. To do this, a student would typically have a grade 5
or above in the subjects they would study at advanced level. Careful
consideration will need to be given to the mix of subjects and suitability of the
programme for the student.
If students do not achieve a level 2 pass in English and Mathematics at GCSE, it
is a requirement that they continue to study them as part of their sixth form
programme of studies.
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Keeping the faith in education

INTRODUCTION
TO a LEVELS
Typically, our young people will study 3 or 4 Advanced Levels and their
GCSE score calculation will help determine this. These are demanding
qualifications with examinations at the end of two years.
The Post-16 qualification has changed significantly in the last 3 years
and all advanced level subjects are linear qualifications for
examinations. This means that the exams will be taken at the end of
the two years of study.

prepare Yourself...
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BIOLOGY BUSINESS continued….
AQA – A LEVEL – 2 YEARS (QAN 60146254)
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs and at least grade 5 in GCSE
Combined Science or Biology, and ideally a grade 6
in Mathematics.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Topics studied include: cell biology and biological
molecules; DNA and genetics; organ systems and
exchange; energy transfers in and between
organisms; how organisms respond to changes in
their internal and external environment; genetics;
populations; evolution and ecosystems; the
control of gene expression .

ASSESSMENT:

ASSESSMENT:
3 external exams: Papers 1, 2 & 3, each 2 hours in
length and all equally weighted at 33% of the A Level.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Further study of Business at degree level in
combination with courses such as finance, marketing,
accounting, management, logistics, retailing and
languages. Entry into employment or higher level
apprenticeships areas such as banking, retail and
accounting.

CHEMISTRY
AQA - A LEVEL - 2 YEARS (QAN 60157318)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

3 external exams will be taken in the summer of
Year 13.
In addition 12 required practicals will be completed
throughout the 2 year course.

A very good GCSE score calculation and a minimum of a
grade 5 in English and minimum of grade 6 in
Mathematics. Students must have a grade 6 in Chemistry
or Combined Science

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:

A Level Chemistry is an exciting course, which is
academically demanding. Students will study new
theories and learn how to apply them in explaining
change in the universe. Practical work illustrates these
ideas and students gain new sills in planning and carrying
out experiments.

A level Biology opens the door to many careers. A
number of our past students have progressed to
study science based courses at university and have
found successful careers within the medical
profession, pharmaceutical industry, teaching and
as research scientists at various academic
institutions. A level Biology is a well respected
course by universities and also amongst
employers, and when combined with another
science A level subject, offers a variety of options
for entry to further education.

BUSINESS
AQA - A LEVEL - 2 YEARS
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

(QAN 60143368)

5 good GCSE passes, including a grade 5 in GCSE
Mathematics.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
The course involves study of the interrelated nature
of business using business models, theories and
techniques to support analysis of contemporary
business issues and situations. Students will
examine topics and issues that are relevant in
todays society, through key contemporary
developments such as digital technology, business
ethics and globalisation..

ABOUT THE COURSE:

ASSESSMENT:
The exam board is AQA and the assessment is all exam
based. Students will complete 3 exams in Year 13. All
new Chemistry A Levels must contain 20% Mathematics
and 12 assessed practicals.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
We see a good proportion of our students progressing to
Russell Group universities to study a variety of courses
such as: chemistry; medicine; pharmacy; engineering;
chemical engineering; veterinary science and natural
science. The practical and analytical skills needed
throughout the course will help students in the future.
Students who take chemistry related courses have a
higher than average employability rate.
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ENGLISH LITERATURE ENGLISH LANGUAGE
OCR - A LEVEL - 2 YEARS (QAN 60147258)

AQA - A LEVEL 2 YEARS

(QAN 60146400)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

5 good GCSE passes, including English Language and
Mathematics. It is strongly recommended that
students have a very good grade in English Language
or Literature (grade 5/6)

5 good GCSE passes, including English Language and
Mathematics. It is strongly recommended that students
have a very good grade in English Language or Literature
(grade 5/6)

ABOUT THE COURSE:

ABOUT THE COURSE:

There will be plenty of varied reading about ideas,
concepts and theories relating to language. There is
focus on new linguistic techniques, both for use in
original writing and for applying to texts
created by others to consider different uses of
language.

There will be plenty of varied reading about ideas,
concepts and theories relating to language. There is
a focus on new linguistic techniques, both for use in
original writing and for applying to texts created by
others to consider different uses to language.

Students will be able to produce sustained
controlled analytical writing full of personal ideas
and responses by the end of two years.
There are two topics of assessment: language; the
individual and society; language diversity and
change. The course is assessed via two exams worth
40% and a coursework investigation on own choice
of issue relating to language worth 20%.

ASSESSMENT:
This course is examined by a total of two written
external exams and two pieces of coursework.
The coursework piece is a piece of original writing
and an accompanying commentary, as well as an
investigation into an area of linguistic study of
choice

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
An A Level in English Language is particularly useful
for those interested in studying: law; Journalism;
education; social work; public relations and media.

Students will be able to produce sustained controlled
analytical writing full of personal ideas and responses by
the end of two years. There are two topics of
assessment: language; the individual and society;
language diversity and change. The course is assessed via
two exams worth 40% and a coursework
investigation on own choice of issue relating to language
worth 20%.

ASSESSMENT:
This course is examined by a total of two written external
exams and 2 pieces of coursework. The coursework
piece is a piece of original writing and an accompanying
commentary, as well as an investigation into an area of
linguistic study of choice.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
An A Level in English Language is particularly useful for
those interested in studying: law; journalism;
education; social work; public relations and media.
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EXTENDED PROJECT FINE ART
- A LEVEL - 2 YEARS
QUALIFICATION AQA
(QAN 60144567)

AQA - STAND ALONE QUALIFICATION
1 YEAR (YEAR 13 ) (QAN 60095349) ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSE passes, including English Language and
Mathematics.

ABOUT THE COURSE:

5 good GCSE passes, including English Language and
Mathematics. It is strongly recommended that
students have a grade 6 or above in a creative subject.

ABOUT THE COURSE:

The extended project will develop and extend from
one or more of the students study areas/or from an
area of personal interest or activity outside their main
programme of study. It will be based on a topic
chosen by the students and agreed as appropriate by
the centre.

We follow the AQA specifications for Art & Design.
This course aims to provide students with a broad
foundation in Art and to develop skills from GCSE.
Aiming to promote the individual and creative
development of students work and establishing
confidence in creating artwork using a variety of
approaches and techniques.

ASSESSMENT:

ASSESSMENT:

Students are required, with appropriate supervision,
to:

Choose an area of interest

Draft a title and aims of the project for formal
approval by the centre

Plan, research and carry out the project

Deliver a presentation to a non specialist
audience

Provide evidence of all stages of project
development and production for assessment
Students will create a written log and report or
artefact, they will also present their work to a no
specialist audience.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Universities and employers look favourably on this
qualification as it give students new skills, in the form
of research , report writing and independent study

Students will initially be introduced to a variety of
techniques and materials during workshop
sessions; these will build up students' confidence,
knowledge and abilities before they begin their main
body of work.
Component 1: Personal Investigation - 60% of A level
- Internally set, internally marked, externally
moderated by AQA during a visit to the centre
Component 2: Personal Investigation
- 60% of A level
- Internally set, internally marked, externally
moderated by AQA during a visit to the centre

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
We have a excellent track record of our students
successfully gaining places at universities on special
Art and other related courses including: animation;
graphic design; textiles and photography. For more
information about the Photography course go to page
14.
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HISTORY GEOGRAPHY
AQA A LEVEL – 2 YEARS

(QAN 60149735)

AQA – A LEVEL – 2 YEARS

(QAN 6018940X)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

If History studied at GCSE a grade 5 is required. It
is also strongly recommended that students
have a grade 5 in English.

Good geographical subject knowledge and skills. An
interest in global issues. We will expect students to
have at least the following

GCSE Geography minimum grade 5

GCSE English and Mathematics at a good grade

ABOUT THE COURSE:
The Course has two units

The consolidation of the Tudor dynasty in
England, 1485—1603

Revolution and Dictatorship: Russia and
the Soviet Union, 1917—1953
There is also an historical investigation into Civil
rights in the USA 1865—1994.

ASSESSMENT:
2 exams, each exam is worth 40% of the A
Level. The historical investigation which will be a
piece of extended writing (3000-3500 words) is
worth 20%

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
History is highly valued by universities as an A
Level choice. Most of our history students go on
to study at university with many of them
reading History, English, Politics or Law. A Level
History opens the doors to a wide range of
careers including: law; teaching; journalism; civil
service; politician and roles within

“Simply fascinating
- exploring case studies of
significant events alongside friends who push
each other”.
- Jordan Roscoe

ABOUT THE COURSE:
The A Level is made up of 3 components: Physical
Geography; Human Geography: Fieldwork.
The aim of the course is to use contemporary case
studies to examine key themes and geographical
issues.
A relevant curriculum: at a time of growing concern
about climate change; shrinking energy resources and
global poverty. Geography is one of the most relevant
courses students could choose to study.

ASSESSMENT:
The A Level has 2 exams at the end of the second year.

Physical Geography 2 hours 30 minutes—40% of A
Level, 120 marks (a mixture of multiple choice,
short answer questions and extended prose
levelled response answers.)

Human Geography 2 hours 30 minutes— 40% of A
Level, 120 marks ( a mixture of multiple choice,
short answer questions and extended prose
levelled response answers.)

One piece of fieldwork (must attend 4 days of
fieldwork 2 day of Human Geography, 2 days of
Physical Geography)

Geographical Fieldwork Investigation—20% of A
level, 60 marks, 3,000-4,000 words—completed
throughout the course.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Many universities require A Level Geography for their
degree requirements including: earth sciences;
geography and geology; archaeology and leisure and
tourism. It was named as a traditional academic
subject that challenges and enables pupils to achieve.
Geography can be used in a variety of careers in a
variety of fields including: international relations; flood
management; urban planning; teaching; meteorology;
(weather forecasting) and hazard management.
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MATHEMATICS FURTHER MATHEMATICS
AQA – A Level 2 Years

(QAN 60311642)

AQA – A Level 2 Years (QAN 60318417)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

At least grade 6 in GCSE Mathematics.

It is recommended that students have a grade 8 in
Mathematics. Students must take Mathematics as an
A Level.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Mathematics is an academically demanding but
rewarding course that develops analytical and
problem-solving skills. The course has an
emphasis on pure content that will include:
algebra; functions; trigonometry and calculus.
Alongside this there is mechanics and
statistical content that will include: vectors;
newton’s laws; movements; statistical
sampling; distributions; data interpretation and
hypothesis testing.

ASSESSMENT:
Assessments will take place throughout the
year to monitor progress.
The final assessment for AQA will consist of
three examinations at the end of the two year
course.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
On completion of the course, many students
will progress to a university mathematics
related course such as: mathematics;
engineering; accountancy; economics or similar
business related degrees. A Level Mathematics
is highly regarded by top universities.
Career opportunities for people with
Mathematics degrees along with other
qualifications include: accounting; medicine;
engineering; forensic pathology; finance;
business; consultancy; teaching; IT games
development; scientific research; programming;
the civil service; design; construction and
astrophysics to name a few…

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course will push students way beyond their
perceived limits. Topics studied include: complex
numbers; further calculus (differentiation and
integration); further algebraic manipulation; further
trigonometry; further vectors; hyperbolic functions
and further applied mathematics.

ASSESSMENT:
Assessments will take place throughout the year to
monitor progress.
The final assessment for AQA will consist of three
examinations for A Level Mathematics at the end of
Year 12 and three Further Mathematics examinations
at the end of Year 13.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Studying Further Mathematics is excellent
preparation for university. Many universities now
encourage students to take Further Mathematics
qualifications to improve their preparation for
Mathematics-related courses. Some leading
universities now specify Further Mathematics as an
entry requirement for certain courses.
On completion of the course, most students will
progress to a top university to study Mathematics
related courses such as: mathematics; actuarial
studies; various engineering courses; biochemistry;
computing; dentistry; medicine; physics; and
veterinary science to name a few. Further
Mathematics is very highly regarded by top
universities.
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MEDIA STUDIES PHOTOGRAPHY
OCR – A Level – 2 Years (QAN 60323395)

AQA - A LEVEL - 2 YEARS (QAN 60144567)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

Students should have a grade 4/5 or above in
English, this is to ensure that they are able to
produce good quality written analysis of texts. It is
not necessary to have a GCSE in Media Studies,
however if students have taken GCSE Media they
will have to have achieved a grade 4 or above.

5 good GCSE passes, including English Language and
Mathematics. It is strongly recommended that students
have a grade 6 or above in a creative subject

ABOUT THE COURSE:
Media A level gives students the opportunity to
develop understanding of the media which affect
our every-day lives in contemporary society. It is a
very up to date, ‘forward thinking’ course.
Students will study the impact of media in the
online age alongside more established forms of
media such as TV drama, the music industry, the
press, and advertising. Students will also develop
skills in digital media production.

ASSESSMENT:
70% exam, 30% coursework. Coursework involves
researching, planning, filming and editing a video
or print product and evaluating the outcome.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
We follow the AQA specifications for Art & Design
(Photography). This course aims to provide students
with a broad foundation in Photography and to develop
some skills that may have been covered at GCSE Level.
Aiming to promote the individual and creative
development of students work and establishing
confidence in creating photographic artwork using a
variety of technical approaches and techniques.

ASSESSMENT:
Students will initially be introduced to a variety of
techniques and materials during workshop sessions;
these will build up students' confidence, knowledge and
abilities before they begin their main body of work.

Component 1: Personal Investigation



CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
This course develops skills in communication and
digital production which will be very valuable for
Any further study or career. Every year students
go on to further study in Media and Media related
subjects such as: advertising; film and TV
production; broadcast journalism; website and
games design; events management and
journalism. This subject also combines well with
others at degree level.

60% of A level
Internally set, internally marked, externally
moderated by AQA during a visit to the
centre

Component 2: Personal Investigation



60% of A level
Internally set, internally marked, externally
moderated by AQA during a visit to the
centre

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
We have an excellent track record of our students
successfully gaining places at universities on special Art
and other related courses including: animation; graphic
design; textiles and photography. For more information
about the Art course go to page 11.
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION

AQA – A Level 2 Years (QAN 60186331)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
Students will need to have good knowledge of theoretical skills and be a competent performer. Therefore
we will expect students to have at least one of the following:



GCSE PE minimum grade 5, or if Physical Education has not been taken, GCSE Science minimum
grade 5/6;
Be part of a team and/ or perform to a club standard in at least one sport.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
A Level Physical Education qualifications allow students to play to their strengths and gain dynamic
theoretical and practical skills for further education or work. Students will study the following topic areas:
applied anatomy and physiology; skill acquisition; sport and society; exercise physiology; biomechanical
movement; sport psychology; sport and society and the role of technology in physical activity and sport.

ASSESSMENT:
A Level Physical Education will be assessed at the end of year. It will be 70% theory and 30%
non-exam assessment – of which 15% will be based on students assessed in the role of player/performer
or coach and 15% will be analysis and evaluation of performance.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Higher Education Physical Education courses at a large range of universities. Ultimately this could lead to
careers in: teaching; coaching; physiotherapy; personal training and much more.
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PSYCHOLOGY PHYSICS
AQA - A Level – 2 Years

AQA – A Level 2 Years (QAN 6014838X)

(QAN 60147477)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, in addition to study psychology
ideally students will have a grade 5 in Mathematics
(or have exam based evidence of competence in
Mathematics) and a grade 5 in English or an
equivalent subject.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops an understanding of how the
mind both influences and explains our behaviour:
Psychology does this by focusing on a number of
different topics such as: mental illness & abnormal
behaviour; memory; the formation of attachments;
stress; lateralisation of brain functions; biological
rhythms; aggression; obedience and the research
methods that psychologists use.



Minimum grade 6 in GCSE Physics (or grade 6 in
both Physics papers if Combined Science).



Minimum grade 5 for GCSE English Language.



Minimum grade 7 or above for GCSE
Mathematics. A strong GCSE point calculation.

Is it preferable that candidates are also undertaking A
Level Mathematics and at least one other Science at A
Level. If candidates are not taking A Level
Mathematics then they may be required to attend
additional Mathematics for A Level Science lessons.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This A Level is made up of nine sections of content.
Year 12 topics cover: measurement and their errors;
particles and radiation; waves; mechanics and
materials and electricity. The last four sections of
content of the A Level are delivered in Year 13 and
cover topics of: further physics and thermal
physics; fields and their consequences; nuclear physics
and one option topic.

ASSESSMENT:
Psychology is a Linear A Level. Students will take
three two hour exams at the end of the two years.
There will be ongoing internal assessments across the
two years to gauge and measure progress including
mock examinations.

ASSESSMENT:

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:

Students will need to complete a number of required
internally assessed practical activities. This course is
examined by a total of three written external exams at
the end of Year 13. In addition to the A Level grade,
students will be given a practical certificate
endorsement if they are successful in meeting the
required standard in assessed practical activities.
Students will also sit an internal assessment at the end
of Year 12 as “health check” to judge progress.

If Psychology is studied beyond A Level and at
degree level there are many jobs within Psychology
that can be pursued: clinical psychologist; counselling
psychologist; health psychologist; neuro psychologist;
development psychologist; educational psychologist;
sports psychologist and exercise psychologist.
There are lots of jobs that Psychology is very
valuable for: police officer; social worker; care
worker; teacher; nursery worker; personnel
human resources worker; probation worker.
Psychology is a popular option to study in 2010
55,000 students completed psychology A Level.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
In regard to “keeping options open”, studying A Level
Physics is considered highly, along with Mathematics,
in helping develop essential skills for studying many
different degrees. Studying A Level Physics can help
access many higher education courses at university
departments in Physics and other Physical Sciences, as
well as: engineering courses; apprenticeships in a
variety of technology and engineering fields and
careers in medical imaging and radiotherapy.
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RELIGIOUS EDUCATION SOCIOLOGY
Eduqas - A LEVEL 2 YEARS (QAN 60187001)

AQA- A LEVEL 2 YEARS (QAN 60139948)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:

5 good GCSEs, including a good grade 4/5 at GCSE
English Language. It’s strongly recommended that
students have a grade 5 in English.

5 good GCSEs, ideally students will have a 5 in
English or an equivalent subject.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
One third of this course provides learners with the
opportunity to undertake an in-depth study of
Christianity; sacred scripture and religious figures
and how these shape religious identity.
The second third of the course allows learners to
have a broad study of fundamental philosophical
themes ranging from arguments for the existence
of God and the use of religious language.
The final third of the course provides learners with
the opportunity to study fundamental ethical
themes, including: ethical language and freewill
and determinism. Topics studied include:
Christianity, philosophy and ethics

ASSESSMENT:
There will be three exams which are 2 hours each
which will completed at the end of Year 13.
(Christianity, philosophy, ethics all worth 33.3%
each).

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Students can go on to study Religious Studies or
Philosophy at degree level. Religious Studies is
especially relevant to those who may be interested
in studying: ethics; law; medicine; social welfare
and business in the future.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course develops an understanding of how
society works. What makes up our social world and
how we can best understand and make sense of
society. Sociology does this by focusing on a
number of different topics such as: crime and
deviance, the family; religion and education. In
each topic we will look at sociological explanations
for that part of society and ask whether society
works in a harmony with itself or is in conflict for
example. Within each topic we will also look at
dimensions of: gender; class; age; race and
ethnicity.

ASSESSMENT:
Sociology is a linear A level. Students will take three
2 hour exams at the end of the 2 years. There will
be an ongoing internal assessment across the 2
years to measure and gauge progress including
mock examinations.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
If sociology is studied at A level or at degree level,
there are many jobs that can be pursued. Sociology
is very valuable for the roles of: police officer; social
worker; care worker; teacher; nursery worker;
personnel and human resources worker; probation
worker. Sociology is the third most popular subject
to study at degree level with a total of 66,020
undergraduate students following sociology.
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INTRODUCTION TO
VOCATIONAL SUBJECTS
Vocational subjects are equivalent to Advanced Levels and are seen as
such by most universities and employers. Our vocational achievement
has been outstanding at St. Wilfrid’s for a number of years and these
subjects have helped ensure strong university progression rates.
In these subjects, students will typically learn by being more ‘hands on’.
Furthermore, whilst students have occasional assessments, the majority
of the course is assessed through portfolio evidence. Students will need
to work hard to achieve these qualifications and ensure they are able to
cope with successive deadlines.
Over the next few years, there will be an increasing amount of Level 4
university apprenticeships to progress onto.
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HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
Edexcel – BTEC 2 Years National Extended Diploma
(QAN 60171984)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 GCSEs preferably including English and Mathematics. A merit or above in any BTEC subject shows
ability for coursework.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course is equivalent in size to three A Levels. Over the 2 year course students will study a diverse
range of topics including: human development; care and support; public health; psychology; sociology;
research techniques and analysis; anatomy; physiology and biological disorders. Students will also
undertake work experience, planning and logging their own progress in this area.

ASSESSMENT:
13 units are studied of which 8 are mandatory coursework units and 5 are externally examined.
Mandatory content (72%). External assessment (42%).

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
Health and Social Care is a suitable course for any future career with vulnerable people, whatever
their age, ability or condition. It is valuable for those wishing to go to university, into apprenticeships,
or employment. Students have entered nursing, teaching, medical support roles, community and
youth work, social work and all types of care from gaining this qualification.
We also offer the 2 year Extended Certificate (worth 1 A level) and the Diploma ( worth 2 A levels) to
allow students to pick a combination of subjects i.e. BTEC Science or other A levels. Please talk with
the subject leader for more details.
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APPLIED SCIENCES
Edexcel BTEC – 2 Years Extended Certificate (1 A level), Diploma (2 A levels)
(QAN 60174365)

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS:
5 good GCSEs, including English and Mathematics and minimum of grade 4 in GCSE Science or at least merit
in Level 2 Applied Science.

ABOUT THE COURSE:
This course provides an opportunity to develop not only students’ understanding of scientific topics, but
improve their practical laboratory skills, providing an ideal preparation for a career in the scientific
workplace. Topics studied include; microbiology & genetics; physiology & biomedical science; organic and
inorganic chemistry; material science; astronomy and more…

ASSESSMENT:
In addition to being taught in classroom sessions by a team of highly experienced teachers, students will be
assessed using a combination of: external examinations; external practical skills
assessments; and internally assessed coursework.

CAREERS AND FURTHER STUDY:
At St Wilfrid’s we have an excellent history of our students moving on to high quality institutions for future
study or employment. Due to the varied course content in the Applied Sciences, options for the future are
very open. Possibilities exist for students in the medical profession such as: nursing; information
technology; various specialisms of engineering; forensics; biomedical sciences; sports science; psychology
and applied physics amongst others.
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In order to apply for financial assistance, students should fill in one
of our bursary forms during the induction process.
Please visit the college to look at our outstanding resources and
environment. There will be a warm welcome. Look out for our open
events.
An application can be made online. An application can also be made
using one of our application forms, available on the sixth form
website.
Applications are accepted throughout the year. Please see our
website for further information.
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INFORMATION

At St. Wilfrid’s we are passionate about closing the attainment gap
and including all, regardless of financial circumstance. We have an
established bursary system to help support young people with travel,
equipment and food. We also are a well-resourced provider and can
provide access to a laptop to take home, should criteria be met.

FURTHER COLLEGE

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
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